BIOLUMINIS COMFORT CATALOG

BIOLUMINIS COMFORT FILTERS

everyday use

Collection Comfort
in your daily life
Comfort range for natural care treatments

BIOLUMINIS GAMA COMFORT FILTERS
Collection destined to multiple applications with a variety of
Filters that contribute in a very special way to favor the
processes of natural recovery of our body.
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Jet Lag Comfort Filter.
Specific for people who travel and have
circulatory insufficiencies in general.

Comfort Energy Filter GL.
Facilitate energy recovery in general,
physical exhaustion, fibromyalgia,
convalescence after a season of physical
effort.

Comfort Filter N.V 2
Unexplained anxiety state, school
concentration, adolescents, adults

Filter Comfort Pain Relief Legs.
To treat circulatory insufficiencies and in
particular for sedentary people.

Comfort Anti Stress Filter.
Sensation of well-being and serenity. In all
cases of stress (studies, illnesses, work,
ect.)

Comfort Scar Filter.
Helps heal and relieve the discomfort of
scars and small keloids facilitates
epidermal restructuring.
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Comfort Filter LF.
Promotes lymphatic circulation in case of
fluid retention, dehydration of the face or
décolleté.

Comfort Filter Energy Psy.
For general discomfort, excessive
introversion, incoherent behavior,
depression.

Comfort Filter A.D 02.
Acute pain, contusions, mild or violent
physical blows, headache, belly, muscular
or joint pain.
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Comfort Filter emon.
Minimizes the effects of negative emotions
and thus provides prophylactic protections
for affected people.

Flash Comfort Filter.
Tones and minimizes wrinkles on the face,
neck, décolleté and bust.

Sport Comfort Filter.
Specific for the sportsman relieves
muscular pains in the practice of the sport.

Comfort Filter Light Body
To reduce the volume of fat accumulated in
the abdomen, thighs, buttocks, forearms

Comfort Filter Im.S 31.
Specific to stimulate the body's defences.

Baby Comfort Filter.
Specific for children, it is applied by sliding
it gently over the back

Comfort Filter H2O.
Dynamizes the energetic potential of the
water, to drink or prepare infusion.

Comfort Wine Filter.
Specific to modify alcoholic beverages,
softens acidity and enhances aromas.
Minimizes heartburn in the digestive phase.
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